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LET’S BEGIN Let’s begin, get those trumpets blowing / Fill the cups, where the wine is flowing / Tuck
your shirt in, pull the curtain, let the people in / With a grin, let’s begin. / Pop the corks, get the
bubbles fizzing / Light the lights, while the world is whizzing / We’ll try to take the whole thing in /
Let’s not sit this out / Let’s begin / No procrastination, set the destination / Now we can commence /
Cast our fears asunder, / We will steal the thunder / Losing hold of sense. / Hoist the sails, / whip out
the bells and whistles / Do it soon, before they send epistles / Enquiring if we’re genuine / As we’re
starting, seas are parting / History’s in the bin. Let’s begin / Fire the guns, stoke the coals and irons
/ Honk the horn, / PLEASE RELEASE THE LIONS! / Frothing, panting, raving, / ranting, dribbling
down the chin / Let’s begin, let’s begin / If you like, it could be official / Wear the ring, carve a new
initial / Before it wears a little thin / As we’re starting, seas are parting / While they’re waiting,
salivating / Eat a plateful, you’ll be grateful / You still have your skin / Let’s begin

I LIKE THIS ONE What a day to fly with fears unseen! / My feet are landing this machine / When I walk
I’ll never see the crowds / My head’s address is now the clouds / I’ve lost the soreness in my eyes / I
think you took them by surprise / Such a lovely sight / I hope I get this right / Took a stroll which
seemed to last for days / I lost myself in many ways / How we laughed, when we declared with ease /
A shared dislike of bonsai trees / We stopped outside the bakery / An odd choice for a shopping spree
/ Pointing just for fun / You said ‘Do you like this one’ / So I said: / Oh, oh, oh I like this one / Oh,
oh, oh I like this one / Oh, oh, oh I like this one / I’m in a spin, so I’ll begin / By saying I like this
one / Later on, with thoughts of Fred Astaire / We danced like waltzers at the fair / Then a drink
amid the fading light / My heart so fast, my lungs so tight / And then before the sun got bored /
Before the second glass was poured / You said ‘Excuse the pun, / But pour the other one’ / So I said:
/ Oh, oh, oh I like this one / Oh, oh, oh I like this one / Oh, oh, oh I like this one / I’m in a spin, so
I’ll begin / By saying I like this one / I felt a wave of elation / Knowing that this had begun / But
with a slight trepidation / I hope you like this one / Oh, oh, oh I like this one / Oh, oh, oh I like this
one / Oh, oh, oh I like this one / The best thing since they sliced the bread / I’m walking where the
angels tread / I just loved it when you said / I like this one

WE SHOULD KISS We should kiss, and the earth would stop revolving / We should kiss, and the Gods
would want to watch / We should kiss, with my dignity dissolving / We should kiss, it’ll taste like butt-
erscotch / We should kiss, as Rodin would’ve wanted / We should kiss, and Renoir would approve /
We should kiss, Leonardo might be looking / If we kiss, they might put us in the Louvre / Mouth to
mouth I might need resuscitation / Mouth to mouth, as my heart forgets to beat / Mouth to mouth, I
will get off at this station / We should kiss, and I know it will be sweet / We should kiss and our lips
will do the talkin’ / We should kiss, and we’ll learn another tongue / Once it’s popped, you can never
put the cork in / We should kiss, it’s the song the sirens sung / We should kiss, and the lights will
start exploding / We should kiss, won’t the angels be impressed! / We should kiss, like they did in
Casablanca / Once we’ve kissed we should maybe get undressed / As we rise, I will find my true
direction / As we rise, my lips will never miss / As we rise, we’ll discover this confection / Now listen,
when we’re kissin’, we’ll discover what we’re missin’
We should kiss, we should kiss, we should kiss.



NOW WASN’T THAT FUN Did you like the food I made? / Did you like the candles? / When you turned to
smile at me / I felt my heart collapse / Did we rush the whole affair? / You seemed too hot for handles
/ Seemed as if there should be fire / Pouring from the taps / Then we’re fooling around, going to town
While you turn the dimmers down / The lights are go, I’m set to blow / Like an ancient radio / Up this
high we never would try / To think we could fall, we’re having a ball! / NOW WE’RE OFF IT’S BEGUN,
/ YOU’RE AS HOT AS THE SUN / BUT NOW WE’RE DONE, / WASN’T THAT FUN? / OH OH NOW
WASN’T THAT FUN? / What’s the point of all this wine / If we never drink it? / What’s the point of
all this smoke / If there isn’t any fire? / So we’re fooling around, going to town / Never heard the
warning sound / The lights are go, I’m set to blow / Like an ancient radio / Up this high we never would
try / To think we could fall, we’re having a ball! / NOW WE’RE OFF IT’S BEGUN, / YOU’RE AS HOT
AS THE SUN / BUT NOW WE’RE DONE, / WASN’T THAT FUN? / OH OH NOW WASN’T THAT
FUN? / Are we the rehearsal or the final show? / I know I’ll improve if you let me know / So….

(THAT’S THE WAY IT CRUMBLES) COOKIE-WISE Such bliss not to know / You drink the wine, enjoy the show
/ That’s just when it hits you in the eyes / First you care, then you mind / Like they said one day
you’ll find / That’s the way it crumbles cookie-wise / All wrapped up with bells and bows, / And every
year we hope it snows / All this time we sit there wondering why we try / Shrug your shoulders, make
a brew / The fireworks weren’t meant for you / Purse your lips and whistle through the sighs / All
wrapped up with bells and bows, / And every year we hope it snows / All this time we sit there won-
dering why we try / The fairy lights won’t hide the blows / What we’ll do God only knows / That’s
the way it crumbles cookie-wise / All the mistakes I’ve been making / Now with the biscuit breaking /
If only I’d listened / If only I’d listened to you / Do what you’re told, follow the road / Stick to the
signs, carry the load / At the end, barely lit, / We lie alone thinking ‘was that it?’ / That’s the way it
crumbled, cookie-wise

THE CHESTNUT TREE  By the pond, there it stood, / Such a lovely piece of wood. / Strong and still, old and
wise, / Filled with summer’s quiet sighs. / There we’d lie, there we’d sleep. / Secrets we could never
keep / We would whisper to the tree / Hold this safely. / When our lips met at first, / I believed my
head would burst. And then so many sleepless nights, / When sleep was never in our sights. / When
apart we would crave / Sweet surrender in its cave. / Humble as on bended knee, / The chestnut tree.
/ A thousand birds would fill the skies / With a thousand alibis / Just to watch, just to be, / Just to
share the company. / How it was would always be, / For as far as eyes can see / It was just for you
and me / The chestnut tree. / Oh were we ever to know / That it wasn’t to be. / Not as strong as the
tree. / Why must it always be so that / Tree grows, love grows? Tree cries, love dies? / I’ll return on
silent days, / Swimming in the dappled haze. / Clouds of pain fill the soul / With the memories they
stole. / Though it knows our love is gone, / The sad old tree will carry on / Remembering our muttered
phrase; / Hold this safely. / A thousand birds fill the skies / With a thousand alibis / Just to watch,
just to be, / Just to share the company. / Now they sing a sad lament, / Wondering where the lovers
went. / Another page in history. / The chestnut tree. / Now they sing a sad lament, / Wondering where
the lovers went. / It was just for you and me. / The chestnut tree.



SO MUCH TO LEARN I was told, knowledge is rewarded with a pot of gold / Off I sped, wary that my pot
was only filled with lead. / And bits of bread / While travelling, my little learning proved to be a dan-
gerous thing, / I felt that sting. / In a hole, I think I need a gin and tonic for the soul, / A greasy pole.
/ I’m pretty adept with my left and right, / I had the measure of the speed of light, / But there’s so
much wood to burn, / So much milk to churn. / I’ve taken Pi to its furthest degree, / Invented a spring
for the handicapped flea, / But I have to wait my turn. / So much to learn. / More or less, I thought
I knew the answers but I’m wrong I’m guess, / I made a mess / I must state I’m fraudulently fighting
way above my weight, / I’m not that great / So I’ll go, stumbling down this road that points to long
ago, now I know / Bear in mind, before you came along the fates were pretty kind, / But now I find.
/ I look at the news I know about trees, / If I had to choose then deciduous please / But there’s so
much wood to burn, so much milk to churn / I know the speed of the average sneeze, / I know that
the moon isn’t totally cheese, / But I have to wait my turn / So much to learn / I should maybe pay
attention / I’m still learning, I should mention / Please bear with me, I’m still learning, / Please bear
with me, please bear with me. / So much to learn, so much to learn…

CAN’T CATCH ME OUT Hit or miss, swim or sink / In the time it takes to blink / Stick or twist, stand or
fall / Keep my eyes glued to the ball / I know your game, I’ve seen your sort before / If I had my
way, you won’t be anymore. / Shiny side, with a smile / Stick you in a separate file / Watch you close,
see the cracks / Let you know you can’t relax / So you think that you’ve been winning all along / But
I’m here to tell you baby that you’re wrong. / You might get through my defences, / You might slip
under my skin / Although you’re appealing I’ve a feeling you’ll be kneeling / When it’s time to call us
in / You might see chinks in my chainmail / It might seem a pretty good shout / But you won’t stroll
over me, no rollover me, / That’s beyond doubt, / You can’t catch me out. / Now you’re there in my
sights / Got a feeling this one fights / Take your mark, make a scratch / Now you’ve finally met your
match / They’ll be waiting for the shots to leave the ground / But I know that I can take you pound
for pound  (HEAR THAT SOUND!)

TIME TO FLY Hop on board, and settle in / But before we ride / A few announcements, little things / To
make sure this one really swings / Cut the chord, and raise the flame / Keep your arms inside / All
that talk of Bleriot / But here we fly in stereo / And aeroplanes are very o-Ver blown. They’ve flown
/ We’re gonna go up, up, / Up and away now, / It’s a beautiful day now. / Up, up, never seen so much
sky / We’ll go in, out / The view is amazing. / Round, about / Altitude grazing, / Up, up, now is the
time to fly / As we zoom, the sun goes down / Such a perfect view / The silent sweetness seems so rare
/ It’s not quicker with wicker but who would care / There’s no point looking to compare the two, /
Would you like to go… / In this beautiful balloon / We’ll be sailing / Have a picnic 40,00 feet in the
air / We’re higher than the highest height, / The views are just out of sight / You’ll never want a
normal flight / We don’t need Boeing, where we’re going
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Katie: it's for you, chum!

TO BE DECIDED Skipping and smiling, whistling daisies, / Whispering words that ours is not to reason why
/ But do and die. / Never to question, never to falter, / Never to push the paper walls a touch too
hard / And wonder why / We look to the stars, we look to the wise, / We tell them we fear what’s
coming. / We scrape at our souls, we plead with the skies / To alter the tune they’re humming. / So
we live and learn while wisely guided / Not to fear what’s yet to be decided. / Will there be candles,
will it all sparkle? / Will there be bands of trumpets as we stamp our cards? / The whole nine yards.
/ We look to the stars, we look to the wise, / We tell them we fear what’s coming. / We scrape at our
souls, we plead with the skies / To alter the tune they’re humming. / We gather our hands, we hope
for the best / And only a fool would let the world just spin. Dive right in. / So we live and learn while
wisely guided / Not to fear what’s yet to be decided. / So when all is dark, and feels one-sided / I will
dare to doubt the writing on the stone. / What’s done is never done, even though they said / You win
some, lose some but it’s / Never lost until you lose. / So we live and learn while wisely guided / Not
to fear what’s yet to be decided. / So when all is dark, and feels one-sided / Never fear what’s yet to
be decided.



JOEJOE
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